The Official Opinion of
Justices Bond, Finke, Frank, Kern, Romano

In the matter of the Ignatian Leadership and Jesuit Spirituality Act

This represents the official Judicial Board opinion in the matter of the Ignatian Leadership and Jesuit Spirituality Act passed by the USGA Senate.

The members of the Judicial Board convened at our regularly scheduled meeting time of 9:30 PM Wednesday, October 3, 2012 to exercise our ability of constitutional review with regard to the Ignatian Leadership and Jesuit Spirituality Act.

During our review of the legislation, the Judicial Board found no unconstitutional substance in the Act. It is the official opinion of the USGA that an academic course dedicated to Ignatian leadership and Jesuit spirituality be created. The Act is passed, approved and considered law.

Respectfully submitted,

Louis Kern
Chief Justice